
Poly Blackwire 8225 USB-C Headset TAA
Stay distraction-free on calls

Is background noise affecting your productivity? Reduce noise and increase focus with the Poly Blackwire 8225 headset with a noise-canceling
microphone enhanced with Acoustic Fence technology and advanced hybrid active noise canceling (ANC).

Sound like a winner
With the Blackwire 8225, your voice is the only

thing heard, not the chaos around you. Its noise-
canceling microphone with Acoustic Fence
technology puts you in a quiet office, even if

you're in a noisy kitchen.

Stay focused
It's no secret that tuning out background noise

makes you more productive. Hybrid active noise
canceling (ANC) makes it easy to escape the

noise around you. And three ANC settings mean
you can fine-tune your level of quiet where you

work.

Long-lasting comfort
The Blackwire 8225 is crafted from premium

materials with a lightweight design. You will get a
comfortable, customized fit using adjustment

markers and 180° pivoting speakers. You'll fall in
love with the aesthetic design and robust look

and feel.

Advanced hybrid ANC
Optimize audio comfort and quality with advanced hybrid active noise canceling (ANC) by choosing between three settings.

Acoustic Fence technology
Reduce disruptions from close talkers and environmental noise with the flexible, noise-canceling microphone enhanced with Acoustic Fence technology.

Connectivity options
Allows greater flexibility of use by offering choices: USB-A or USB Type-C® .

Lightweight design
Padded headband and soft leatherette ear cushions provide all-day comfort.

Datasheet
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Datasheet

Poly Blackwire 8225 USB-C Headset TAA

Specifications

Compatible with
Compatible operating systems: Windows 10; macOS

Connectivity and communications
Connection type: Wired USB Type-C®
Ear cushions: Artificial leather (surface material)
Headphone type: On-ear (binaural)

User interface features
Button user controls: Call answer/end; Mute; Volume +/-; ANC: off, low, high

Audio
Audio features:
Noise and echo reduction
Dynamic EQ optimized
Microphone type: Omnidirectional
Microphone bandwidth: 100 Hz to 10 kHz
Speaker bandwidth: 200 Hz to 6.8 kHZ (speech mode); 20 Hz to 20 kHZ (media mode)
Speaker size: 32 mm
Signal-to-noise ratio: >118 dB
Frequency response (microphone): 100 Hz to 10 kHz
Sensitivity (microphone): -38 dBV/Pa
Sensitivity (speaker): 84 dB SPL (1 mW/1 cm) +/- 3 dB

Battery
Impedance: 32 ohms

Certifications
Certified collaboration software: Zoom
Special features: Adjustable headband; Voice alerts

Environmental
Acoustic protection technology: SoundGuard Digital

Applications supported
Management software:
Poly Lens

Minimum system requirements
USB Type-C® port

Weight and dimensions
Product Primary Color: Black
Weight (imperial): 0.41 lb
Weight (metric): 185 g
Product dimensions (imperial): 6.1 x 1.25 x 7.1 in
Product Dimensions (metric): 155 x 32 x 18 mm
Package dimensions (imperial): 7.2 x 8.22 x 2.16 in
Package dimensions (metric): 183 x 209 x 55 mm
Package weight (imperial): 0.73 lb
Package Weight (metric): 0.332 kg
Cable length (imperial): 2.07 ft (inline module to headset); 4.48 ft (USB to inline module); 7.19 ft (total USB
to headset)
Cable length (metric): 63 cm (inline module to headset); 149 cm (USB to inline module); 219 cm (total USB
to headset)
UPC number: 197192156339
Product number: 7E2K6AA

Warranty
Poly standard two-year limited warranty

What is in the box
Headset
Carrying case
User guide

Key Selling Points Footnotes
 Visit https://www.poly.com/us/en/products/headsets/blackwire/blackwire-8225 for more detail.

Technical Specifications Footnotes
 SoundGuard Digital Plantronics owns sophisticated algorithms including: Protects against Acoustic Shock by limiting sounds to below 118 dBA; G616 anti-startle protection that limits the noise level to below 102 dB SPL and is therefore

compliant to the  Requires Poly Lens Desktop App to enable SoundGuard Digital features.
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